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World Potato Markets

Essential weekly information for potato growers, packers, processors, 
buyers and retailers. Subscribers across Europe, North & S. America, Asia 

and Australasia

World Potato Markets covers European and World markets for potatoes, 
keeping track of physical and futures market prices and the latest area, yield 

and production statistics. It also monitors world trade in fresh potatoes, fries, 
chips (crisps) and dehydrated products.

World Potato Markets provides detailed forecasts of plantings and yields in 
the central five countries (Germany, the Netherlands, France, UK and 

Belgium). It also reports on crops in other EU countries, in North America and 
in other important growing countries.

www.worldpotatomarkets.com



In 2018 Europe had its worst drought 
in more than 40 years

It meant plenty of this (as you can 
see not me – too young & too slim!): 



But also led to this:



And as a result the EU saw its 
smallest potato crop ever!
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36% reduction in EU potato output 
since 2000



Europe is relying more & more on its five main producing countries 
– Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands & UK
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Inevitably, a shortage means prices have risen 
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But the impact of the shortage is yet to be felt on external 
EU fry exports, which were at record levels in October
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EU product is still cheaper than North American 
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But in the last EU weather-impacted season (2012/13) the 
price of external EU fry exports rose 22%
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That could make US and Canadian fries more 
competitive this season – although Canada has 

had its own weather problems



Prospects for the European crop – lack of seed may 
make increasing the 2019 in area difficult. Growers 
will be planting early to fill gaps from the 2018/19 

season. But a good harvest could still push EU-5 
production to a record of 32 million tonnes plus 

and make EU product more competitive



US$ is relatively strong against €, but Ca$ is a little weaker
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Key Issues both sides of the Atlantic & beyond 

• Trade 

• Climate Change

• Eating habits



Tariffs on US fry imports are beginning to bite
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Pressure on EU fry & potato sales too 
Colombia. The Colombian Government is expected to impose fry import 
duties, prompting an EU complaint to the WTO. Belgium exported 29,000t 
of fries to Colombia in 2017/18 – 16.5% up on previous year

Brazil. The Brazilian Government imposed company-by-company 
restrictions on fry imports. In 2017/18 Belgium exported 108.000t of 
fries to Brazil, up 43.7% on previous year. Dutch exports fell 17.8% to 
52,000t

Russia. Russia bans the import of fresh EU potatoes and there have 
been political threats to extend that ban. In 2017/18 Belgium 
exported 5,530t to Russia – down 6.3% on previous year

South Africa. Trade duties been imposed on many EU suppliers since 2013, 
but have been gradually relaxed. 



The biggest threat to EU trade is nearer to home



If I had to say one word on the current state of  
Brexit, it would be:



Key Brexit points

• Brexit is due to happen in just 79 days
• BUT although the UK & EU Governments have agreed a 

withdrawal deal, the UK Parliament is concerned the UK could 
still be locked into EU rules after a 21-month transition

• MPs are due to vote next week after a delay from December –
they are likely to vote against the deal

• It is uncertain what might happen then, but there is probably a 
majority of MPs who would vote for a delay in Brexit to avoid a 
cliff-edge no-deal

• A cliff-edge no-deal would result in WTO Tariffs for EU/UK 
trade – costing the EU potato industry €135 million extra

• There would be more border checks – 20,000 trucks of fries go 
to the UK every year

• US/Canada opportunities? – 2,000 tonnes of US were shipped 
to UK in 2015/16



Climate Change

• All the evidence points to the world getting hotter and 
flooding/drought conditions getting more extreme

• Only a co-ordinated global approach will tackle the problem
• Potatoes have a good tale to tell – Oxford University research 

shows potatoes emit 15% of the greenhouse gases rice does 
and 42% of greenhouse gases pasta does



One way to prove environmental sustainability is the LEAF 
Marque. Can be used on exports to the UK. Declaration of 

Interest – I’m its Vice Chairman 

www.leafuk.org



Eating habits 

168,000 Brits sign up for Veganuary in 2018, 

triple the 2017 number

One jacket potato has the equivalent of 19 

cubes of sugar 

Harvard Professor condemns French fries as 

‘starch bombs’



We have a great product to sell - If the potato was 
discovered today it would be called the ultimate superfood

• Fat-free
• Sugar-free
• Gluten-free
• Sodium-free
• High in fibre
• High in Vitamin C
• High in potassium
• High in Vitamin B6
• Plant-based
• Environmentally-friendly
• Good value
• Versatile

& DELICIOUS



That is why the CIP’s Imagine a World Without 
Potatoes campaign is so good and important

See: www.aworldwithoutpotatoes.com

Or visit the booth in the Expo

http://www.aworldwithoutpotatoes.com/


This is me imagining 

a world without potatoes
What 
shall I 
eat?



Final thought

In this VUCA world (Volatility, Uncertainty, 
Complexity and Ambiguity) businesses have 

to take a lead where and when Politicians 
fail to do so.
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